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By Daniel Lang er

The true essence of value in luxury resides not in the tang ible but in the intang ible.

Years ag o, I created the term "extreme value creation" as a practical description of what luxury is all about: The ability of a brand
to step out of the conventional and create something  of such extreme value for an individual that it becomes in the perception
of that person extremely desirable.

More than 90 percent of the value of luxury g oods is intrinsic. This means that it is intang ible, frag ile and can evaporate at any
moment when a brand does not pay attention.

This intrinsic value is the emotional resonance, the ethos that a luxury brand embodies. Yet, paradoxically, an overwhelming
number of luxury brands still g rapple with fully embracing  and focusing  on these intang ible assets.

The question then arises: Why is this the case, and what can be done to recalibrate the focus towards where the true value lies?

Under the surf ace
Firstly, the challeng e lies in the tang ibility bias. In a world where metrics and quantifiable results often dictate strateg ies, the allure
of focusing  on the tang ible be it product features, quality, pricing  strateg ies or distribution channels is understandably
compelling .

However, this focus shifts away from cultivating  the deeper emotional connections that underpin the luxury experience. Luxury, in
its purest form, is not a transaction but a relationship one that is built on anticipating  an enhanced version of self.

Secondly, there's the misconception of luxury as a static entity. Many brands operate under the notion that once luxury status is
achieved, it is inherently self-sustaining .

This is a dang erous presumption. Luxury is dynamic, and its intrinsic value must be continuously nurtured and evolved. Brands
that rest on their history, relying  solely on their heritag e or past achievements, fail to innovate and resonate with newer
g enerations who seek brands that mirror their values and aspirations.

In many of my keynotes over the last year, everywhere in the world, I asked the question, "How many of your clients are Gen Z,
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hence under 27 at this time?" The answer, typically, is less than 15 percent.

This puts many brands at a strateg ic disadvantag e, as Gen Z is already today responsible for 20 to 30 percent of all luxury sales,
depending  on the g eog raphy. And if a brand under-indexes with the next g eneration today, tomorrow is not g uaranteed.

Moreover, the dig ital revolution has transformed the luxury landscape.

The democratization of luxury throug h dig ital channels, while expanding  reach, has also muddied the waters of exclusivity. In the
rush to capitalize on online commerce, many luxury brands dilute their intrinsic value by not carefully translating  their brand
essence into the dig ital reality.

The subtleties of luxury its feel, its story, its exclusivity demand meticulous translation of the story into perceivable elements to
maintain their allure online.

Wow f actors
So, how should luxury brands pivot to focus more on their intrinsic value?

The answer lies in storytelling . The story of a brand is its most potent tool in conveying  intrinsic value, and what I always tell
manag ers of brands is that defining  the brand story is the most critical task they can do.

In practice, too little effort and investment are put into optimizing  the storytelling . Many brands confuse brand storytelling  with
creating  an advertising  campaig n.

Ultimately, it is to express a brand throug h its core values and its emotional markers. When I audit brands, this is the number-one
shortcoming : not having  clarity on what these are.

In addition, luxury brands must embrace innovation, not just in their offering s, but in how they eng ag e with consumers.

Personalization, experiential retail and leverag ing  cutting -edg e technolog y can deepen the emotional connection between the
brand and its consumers, enhancing  the perception of intrinsic value.

If it's not wow, then it's not luxury. Extreme value creation has to be nothing  less than the exceptional, and the exceptional can
never be anything  close to normal.

This is where most brands fail. They promise a dream and deliver reality. Luxury needs to be always extreme extreme value-
creating .

Lastly, sustainability and social responsibility are increasing ly becoming  part of luxury's intrinsic value. Consumers, especially
young er ones, are looking  for brands that not only offer exclusivity and craftsmanship, but also reflect their ethical values.

By integ rating  sustainability into their core, luxury brands can add a new dimension to their intrinsic value that resonates with the
contemporary consumer.

In conclusion, the vast majority of luxury's value is intrinsic and intang ible. Yet many brands still overlook this fundamental truth.

By refocusing  on emotional resonance, continuously evolving  and adapting  to the chang ing  landscape, luxury brands need to
ensure that their intrinsic value remains at the forefront of their appeal.

After all, luxury is not merely about owning  something  rare; it's about the experience, the emotion and the story that comes with
it. It's time to unlock value extreme value.
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